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An existing space may outlive its original purpose and the raison d'etre which 
determines its forms, functions, and structures; it may thus in a sense become 
vacant, and susceptible of being diverted, re-appropriated and put to a use quite 
different from its initial one. 

-Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  URGENT! IMMEDIATE RELEASE! URGENT! IMMEDIATE   
 
 
 

Towne Center 
 
Greenport Towne Center 
351 Fairview Avenue  
Greenport, NY, USA 
August 4, 2006 
6:30-9:00 pm 
microcast on FM 89.7 MHz 
Radio required, car preferable, parking: free 

 
 
   First Responders/Program 
 
   DJ Locash, Intro/Extro 
   Louise Bourque, L’Eclat Du Mal / The Bleeding Heart of It 
   Norman Douglas, Imaginary Human Beings 
   Joe Milutis, Theogony of the Parking Lot 
   Laura Kunreuther, Live Voices 
   Ant, Maniklepto 
   Ross Cisneros, Lazarus Raised 
   John Weber, From The City 
   Oliver Lutz, Methodology For Subverting Intentions 
   Maximilian Goldfarb, Jumpkit 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

This project has been funded in part by a Director’s Grant from the Council 
for the Arts at MIT. 



  URGENT! IMMEDIATE RELEASE! URGENT! IMMEDIATE   
 
 
Incantations, pleas, critical essays, sidelong narratives, ethereal sound queries, 
distressing admonitions, urgent poetics; these are the characteristics of the 
performances that one can expect to encounter in Towne Center. The program is a 
ritual of effects designed and organized to project onto a territory that seems to 
demand remediation. The overall intention behind the procedures of these 
multilateral projects is one of unveiling sub-visible elements that lurk within our 
Towne Center. 
 
Towne Center is an operation that addresses a site in need of reinvigoration on 
many levels. The platform for this project is the M49 mobile operations truck, an 
emergency vehicle operating a low power transmission as the sensitive response to 
urgent conditions. At the Greenport Towne Center, The M49 will present 
performances and addresses that contend with troubled conditions of the Center. 
Physical characteristics, socio-political circumstance, spiritual shortcomings; these 
are some of the aspects of the site that concern the highly specialized group 
organized for response.  
‘First Responders’ -municipal, state and federal emergency agencies, train in 
anticipation of various types of disaster. The academic, the cultural contributor, the 
artist, tend to depend on appropriate channels that diffuse ones immediate 
response, and redirect that power away from the subject of critique. M49 places 
the cultural producer into the role of First Responder.  
 
Directing their practices on the Towne Center, the ten projects presented by this 
special force of artists, writers, performers, citizens are unified to create a dynamic 
program, functioning like an inversion of the drive-in. The audience is invited to 
park and tune radios to 89.7 FM. Concessions are available for low prices at the 
Price Chopper™. In this unbound theater, the vehicle becomes a temporary axis of 
the Greenport Towne Center. It is a low-profile stage for a set of performances 
that are presented by low power FM radio signal. The limitations of the signal 
strength retains the projects inside the contours of the site; commandeering the 
area for the duration of the program, yet spilling out beyond the physically defined 
target zone into the surrounding neighborhood of Greenport and the ruins of 
bygone plazas nearby.  
 
In alliance with the Our Town exhibition at the Hudson Untitled Foundation (HUT), 
Towne Center is a set of performances that contend with issues of development, 
settlement, dislocation and control. 
 
The Towne Center program has been produced by Maximilian Goldfarb & Chris 
Locashio in conjunction with the HUT exhibition, Our Town: Architecture in Art, 
curated by David Scher. (http://www.hudsonhut.org/) 





 
Sometimes it Hertz 

 
 
‘Principles of chance and juxtaposition generate interference and clashes between 
systems… The inherent purity of the geometrical system evokes a feeling of 
rational control and stability. If things turn out differently, then, and the 
juxtaposition of several "pure" systems gives way to impurity, the geometric 
system's rational control over that which ‘ought to have remained secret’, weakens. 
The repressed leaves its enclosed habitat and thus provokes in us an uncanny 
feeling.’1 
  
 

You might approach the Towne Center Plaza to find a price special 
on early peas or Pepsi, radial tires or teen sportswear.  They do have it all. 
You might say there is nothing problematic here. -Simply inexpensive 
convenience. You may stand in line to purchase candy corns behind a young 
man purchasing ammunition, some KY jelly, a snorkel and light bulbs. When 
the register is opened, the checkout girl may or may not notice that the cost 
of this premature Halloween special is equivalent to an hour of her time of 
employment. Back out in the parking lot, across from the ruin of a former 
shopping center, you will enter your car. Maybe thinking for a moment 
about a coinciding fact: the candy corns cost the very same amount that was 
charged for a gallon of gasoline at Stewart’s on the way over. You turn the 
key in the ignition and the radio program will be playing as the stereo was 
left on. As the evangelism of community church radio begins to soothe and 
cool on such a humid summer day this August 4, something slightly odd 
occurs. There is a short, interferent static as a displaced southern drawl 
explicates biblical passage, and then a much calmer, albeit melancholic voice 
interrupts the program. There is continuity in this monologue about Lazarus, 
although the new voice that has emerged intones,  
 
‘…The psychological terror causes us to valiantly challenge this predator of non-
being and can even move our bodies to leap, and twist, and break… all for an 
idea. But then, who does not feel this terror?  Show me this numbed person.  Yes, 
the zombie…’2 
 

Our protagonist, the consumer of early peas and candy corns, has a 
disconcerting feeling that not all is as he had left it, parked out here in the 
plaza. Tinny yet complex rhythms introduce ‘…Dirt behind the daydream…’3 
as the Gang of Four cuts a hole in the spectrum.  



A team of experts has convened at the Center. Each bringing the 
skills of their craft, and a critical lens for unveiling and interpreting meaning 
that will be conjured from this site, the Greenport Towne Center. The M49 
emergency work vehicle enters the site to present a program broadcast on 
an FM frequency: a series of performances that consider this terrain in an 
array of methods. The operatives involved in this project are each in their 
own ways concerned about the conditions of the culture that they inhabit. 
They disentangle what they see with precision. After time spent in the 
Towne Center with this force of artists, writers, performers, academics, 
there is not a residue of physical destruction, yet it is clear that all has 
transformed.  
 A building or space designed to maintain a fixed identity, function or 
boundary is an obsolete notion. Of course it is now more likely to be 
understood that a building, or any spatially designed configuration, is an 
ever-changing territory based on a confusion of scales, boundaries and a 
multitude of overlaying motives. Infrastructure of the built environment has 
fully incorporated transactive zones of communications space. Technology, 
the colonizer of market networks has made its incursions into all facets of 
day-to-day existence. On this occasion, the team working in the Towne 
Center utilize an older, yet still omnipresent technology: entering the 
insecure medium of broadcast radio allows them to insinuate themselves 
into the surrounding terrain. As Thomas Burger wrote in his introduction to 
Habermas’, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, ‘The press and 
broadcast media serve less as organs of public information and debate than 
as technologies for managing consensus and promoting consumer culture.’4 
The collision of performances with this ‘consumer space’ alters function and 
perception as it is reconsidered as a place that is suddenly inclusive of 
unpredictable voices. 
   The M49 makes the superimposition of dual ‘public spaces’ a literal 
situation, -one in which the territory of the broadcast performances and 
addresses are a direct feedback to the immediate environment. 

M49 is a mobile staging ground for conducting a series of 
transmission-based presentations. It is architecture un-tethered. A low-
profile mobile radio activities lab discreetly permeates the public housed in 
an emergency utility vehicle, and extends through the passage of frequency 
radiation. The vehicle itself counter-acts the phenomenon of staying still as 
the constructed environment mobilizes and duplicates around us.  
 

DJLocash’s Rude Awakenings program was launched in the spring of 
1988 in Syracuse, New York. It was a hard rocking metal-head show that 
came at us at 6:00 am on Sunday mornings. Hard to find, difficult to tune 



into, and ‘demanding’ once found, this program became sacrosanct to its 
devotees. Locash had found a way to counterbalance his quiet demeanor 
and sensitive manner with the turgid angst that had crept through his 
adolescence. His curating of unabashed loudness and brazen radio personae, 
combined with an informed and sincere banter found many compassionate 
and intrepid listeners.  About eighteen years later, DJLocash has re-
approached his material in a Sunday morning, un-licensed low power FM 
radio show in a small town in the Hudson valley. At the Towne Center he 
manages the studio and introduces the itinerary, ‘Thank you for shopping at 
the Towne Center.’  
 
 A girl, age impossible to define, is wandering, or so it sounds, through 
a parallel landscape called ours. ‘In my dream, there’s a war going on,’5 she 
reveals to us, but we already know this. Her desultory murmuring lists like a 
Gamatrian amalgam of the products that line the shelves on the interstitial 
area, back in the department store, between the childrens’ games and the 
firearms.  
 
‘There’s all kinds of obstacles, there’s debris everywhere, and there’s bombing...‘6 

 
Call security. The dreamy voice originates from Louise Bourque’s L’Eclat Du 
Mal/The Bleeding Heart of It, a montage-film of dreamy apocalypse fantasy. 
Like my own dreams and waking hours, so matter-of-fact, so devastating.  
 
 As the Bleeding Heart stops beating, an abrupt voice greets us with 
the discrete tone of one who will bear bad news. Norman Douglas’ 
wordsmithery is out of the gate. He recounts to us a caste of occupational 
hazards referred to as Imaginary Human Beings, another form of zombie. His 
is a counterpoint, a superego -an indictment against the paradigm that 
supports these specialist constructs altogether. As a reluctant accomplice he 
is our man in the field. Psychologist, Doctor, Photographer, Lawyer, Artist: 
These are some of the stations that this keen eye observes unsparingly. 
Douglas: novelist, raconteur, poet, and singing maniac, has wide-ranging 
talents, but themes of precarious social-historical parallax are evident 
throughout. In the Center he reads the construct of ‘place’ like the 
storybook interchangeability of Invisible Cities. The scripto-morphic 
architecture is a flowing passage of mason blocks and glass that reads as a 
‘ruin in reverse’7,  -a temporal mirroring reversing structure to language, 
language to thought and thought as powerful, driving ephemera. 
 



‘’That a thing should be written down is the first sign of its decay,’ wrote one 
ancient, unnamable alchemist from some unnamed place not yet utopia long 
ago.’8 
 

A powerful tornado, or a convincing simulation of one there-being, 
has been conjured by the contrail of these recited passages. When the winds 
have blasted across the lot, taking along the constrained flora that ordinarily 
hover in mulchy, lost median-gardens as well as the odd shopping cart or 
hubcap, fuzzy analog speech comes across the airwaves. It is our guide, an 
authority on Nothing. Not a non-authority, but literally a pedagogue quite 
knowledgeable about the fecund yet intangible mysticism that is imbued 
onto the detritus of everyday items. Joe Milutis is leading an archeological 
tour through the striations of overlooked debris deposited all around us. 
His intention is to help us to recognize and decode the materials that will be 
encountered in and around the Center. His disembodied tour of the Towne 
Center will help to discern the Theogony of the Parking Lot, as he searches for 
wormholes to other dimensions and a key to the creation of the universe. 
 

The effect of Mr. Milutis’ disembodiment, paradoxically experienced 
in the proximity of live-ness, brings attention to the nature of this mode of 
sonic distribution itself. Discussing the characteristics of Live Voices is Laura 
Kunreuther, anthropologist, writer, professor, and her double, Laura 
Kunreuther. Together they discuss the phenomenon of voice as a potentially 
disorienting body extension magnified by dislocative communications 
technologies. The concept of radio as an emotional as well as socio-political 
enabling device informs her recent research.  

 
‘Can you hear me? Hello, hello. Are you with me? Or am I with you? I'm assuming 
we are connected.’ 9 

 
Ross Cisneros, a creator in many disciplines, delivers a performance-

lecture that absorbs the theme of zombie representation in cinema, myth, 
legend and belief.  Drawing from theosophical sources, as well as pop 
culture and media theory, his performance is another type of voice 
extension, -stemming from a disembodied figure and its discursive 
investigation of the soulless, de-spiritualized lumpen masses. Historically, 
zombie representation in film and literature has been constantly 
reinterpreted in genres that adapt the zombie to the malaise of changing  
cultural conditions. In this dramatic monologue, Cisneros has become both 
the narrator-oracle, as well as the zombie of his investigations. We passed 



close enough to some of these walking dead only moments ago, while 
purchasing products that will contribute to a process of self-embalmment. 
  

‘Melting... People... Buildings... Burnt grass... Farewell.’10 

 
Transdisciplinary artist, Ant delivers the first public presentation of 

material from his Correspondence Research project, ‘…a rigorous 
investigation into truth and signification.’ The work is informed by anarchist 
theory and activist artistic endeavor as part of the desire to locate meaning 
within subcultures existing in exile from large, alienating consumer 
imperatives. He feels that he has come to the right place, and like Herman 
Blount aka Sun Ra before him, he is barely steering a cosmic Arkistra to 
transmit to us the Maniklepto; a manifesto of kleptomania. Ant addresses 
concepts of alternative markets, black markets, gift economies and barter. 
 

Formerly Robert Smithson’s art dealer, and a long time HAM radio 
operator, survivalist-curator-fisherman John Weber will read Smithson’s 
poem, From The City translated entirely into the NASA standard phonetic 
alphabet. A gently urgent affair of melodramatic verse, From The City is 
resigned to a lamentably slow dissolution of our fragile built environment. 
Oscar Hotel. Whiskey Oscar Echo. India Sierra. Mike Echo. 
  

Oliver Lutz has worked as a User Experience Strategist and 
Information Architect in the fields of interactive marketing and software 
development. Now he will turn with his toolbox into a disassembler of the 
illusions created to ensnare. Lutz will deliver an exposition on will-magic 
methodology employing sigils, culminating in a ritualistic transformation of 
spell-driven power into sound. 

The sigil is a distilled and most often visual representation of the 
subject’s intention. It is a symbol that functions not as a letter but as a glyph 
representing a complete concept. Lutz will attempt to fabricate a sigil 
through his oration, casting this powerplay into the Hertzian space of the 
Center.  

To create a sigil is to apply the manufacturing of symbols towards the 
fueling of desires that drive spell-casting. Mickey Mouse and Ari Fleischer, 
and not least a ‘fucking chipmunk’11 figure into Lutz’ invocations.  
 

Fear instilled prompts desperate, misguided measures. So culturally 
advanced in this time of the viral market and the nano-tech soldier,  -did it 
really happen that only a few years ago the run on duct tape and plastic bags 



leveled the hardware department following the hijacking of world-wide 
attentions as the result of a pack of box-cutters?  

A jump-kit, or ‘go kit’ is a consolidation of items prepared for use in 
times of sudden crisis. There are so many emergency occasions one can be 
prepared for, but a well-considered jump-kit is one that is versatile and 
functional in the wider fields of disaster. The inventory of supplies that 
compose the master jump-kit integrate the projected fears of extreme 
survivalism with the needs of the everyday. 

 
Avoid danger, but be prepared when it finds you.’12 

 
The dirt behind the daydream has come more into focus with each 

project. The protagonist has been sitting in his car, staring through his dash 
for almost two and a half hours; a bag of candy corns has spilled open into 
his lap. A daisy chain of shopping carts is caught in a feedback loop, spinning 
like the twister as it drifts along the lot, passing vector-like over the yellow 
grid of parking demarcations impelled now by a larger, more-dynamic 
system.  

         
    

                     
 
 

1.      The Uncanny and the Architecture of Reconstruction, Bart Vander Straeten 
2.      Lazarus Raised, Ross Cisneros 
3.      Ether, Gang of Four 
4.      The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Jurgen Habermas 
5.      L’Eclat Du Mal, Louise Bourque 
6.      Ibid 
7.      A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic New Jersey, Robert Smithson 
8.      Imaginary Human Beings, Norman Douglas 
9.      Live Voices, Laura Kunreuther 
10.    Nuclear War, Sun Ra 
11.    Methodology for Subverting Intentions, Oliver Lutz 
12.    Jumpkit, Maximilan Goldfarb 



Program 

 

 

Intro, DJLocash 

 

1) Gang of Four, Ether----------------------------------------------------------03:51 

< force ten intro > 

2) Louise Bourque, L’eclat Du Mal ------------------------------------------06:50 

3) Norman Douglas, Imaginary Human Beings ----------------------------15:00  

< tornado, synthesized > 

4) Joe Milutis, Theogony of the Parking Lot ----------------------------------45:00  

5) Ross Cisneros, Lazarus Raised---------------------------------------------10:36 

6) Prof. Kunreuther, Live Voices---------------------------------------------15:00  

< ant intro, (disclaimer) > 

7) Ant, Maniklepto-----------------------------------------------------------------16:54 

8) John Weber From the City--------------------------------------------------07:47 

9) Oliver Lutz, Methodology for Subverting Intention-----------------------15:30 

10) Maximilian Goldfarb, Jumpkit------------------------------------------06:24 

<Redux; the reemergence of Joe Milutis>  

Gang of Four, Ether-------------------------------------------------------------03:51 































Stay tuned for the following performances: 
 
Louise Bourque 
L’Eclat Du Mal / The Bleeding Heart of It, -A montage-film of a dreamy 
apocalypse fantasy. 
 
Norman Douglas 
Imaginary Human Beings,  -Inquiries that contribute to an incomplete novel 
about the abomination commonly known as work.  
 
Joe Milutis 
Theogony of the Parking Lot, -A live, disembodied tour of the Towne Center 
parking lot, searching for worm-holes to other dimensions and a key 
to the creation of the universe. 
 
Ross Cisneros 
Lazarus Raised -A performance that absorbs the theme of zombie 
representation in cinema, myth, legend and belief.  
 
Laura Kunreuther 
Live Voices, -An investigation of dislocative characteristics that arise during 
now-ubiquitous mobile communications. 
 
Ant 
Man-i-klepto, -A rigorous investigation into truth and signification through a 
creative analysis of outlaw economies. 
 
John Weber  
From The City, -A reading of artist Robert Smithson’s poem, From The City 
translated entirely into the NASA standard phonetic alphabet.  
 
Oliver Lutz 
Methodology for Subverting Intention, -A performance-lecture on employing 
will-magic.  
 
Maximilian Goldfarb 
Jump-Kit,  -An inventory of items prepared for use in times of sudden crisis. 
This master jump-kit integrates the projected fears of extreme survivalism 
with the needs of the everyday. 
 

-Thank you for shopping at the Greenport Towne Center.  

















Gang Of Four, Ether 
  
 

Trapped in heaven life style (locked in Lock Kesh) 

Now looking out for pleasure (H-block torture) 

It's at the end of the rainbow (White noise in) 

The happy ever after (a white room) 

Dirt behind the daydream 

Dirt behind the daydream 

The happy ever after 

It's at the end of the rainbow 

Dig at the root of the problem (Fly the flag on foreign soil) 

It breaks your new dreams daily (H-block Lock Kesh) 

Fathers’ contradictions (Censor six countries news) 

And breaks your new dreams daily (each day more deaths) 

Dirt behind the daydream 

Dirt behind the daydream 

The happy ever after 

It's at the end of the rainbow 

White noise in a white room 

There may be oil under Rockall 

The happy ever after 

There may be oil under Rockall 

It's corked up with the ether 























L'ÉCLAT DU MAL/THE BLEEDING HEART OF IT ! 
 
 
 
In my dream there's a war going on.  
 
I'm, I’m running and, -and I'm carrying myself as a little girl. In my dream, it's 
Christmas time, and I’m looking for my family so that I can get together with 
them. And, um, -I’m outdoors, and it’s broad daylight, and I’m, I’m -I’m 
running. 
 
There’s all kinds of obstacles, there’s debris everywhere, and there’s 
bombing and… 
 
There’s a war going on. 
 
There’s bombing, and, you can hear like, sounds of bo-bombing. And um, 
gun fire. All the houses are just falling apart…fa-falling apart. And there was 
some open wounds, -the skin is broken in certain places, fa-falling apart. 
 
It's dark in a tunnel and I'm heading towards uh, the light, the daylight. 
 
 
And there’s one man leading them in the water…and uh, he’s holding a 
Christmas tree above the water. And the Christmas tree is very beautiful 
and it’s lit with all kinds of fine colored lights, and he’s walking ahead of the 
group and everybody looks very happy. And he’s walking in water up to his 
waist, and that Christmas tree is kind of like a torch in the night. 
 
In my dream there's a war going on. 
 
In my dream, it's Christmas time, and I’m looking for my family. They’re not 
my actual family. They’re my family in my dream. 
 
There’s bombing, and, you can hear like, sounds of bo-bombing. And um, 
gun fire. All the houses are just falling apart…fa-falling apart. 
 
It's dark in the tunnel and I'm heading towards the light, -the daylight. 
It's dark in the tunnel and I'm heading towards the light, -the daylight. 
 
It's dark in the tunnel and I'm heading towards the light, -daylight. 











The Book of Imaginary Human Beings  
(with apologies to Jorge Luis Borges) 

 
 

 Norman Douglas 
 

 
 

Writer 

"If I read this sentence, this story, or this word with pleasure, it is because 

they were written in pleasure..." writes Roland Barthes in his semiotic tract, The 

Pleasure of the Text. As for the built-in pleasure of words in print, that collaborative 

compilation doing business as The Oxford English Dictionary numbers its entries at 

well over 600,000. And all from twenty-six suspect squiggles. Of course, as Barthes 

might attest – were he not dead - English is hardly the only idiom in which writers 

write, and that which is and has been and will be written hardly approaches the sum 

total of all that must be told.  

Who is that silent, solo scribbler? See him in the café window, sunlight 

dancing on his face as he tip tap taps at his portable, scritch scratch sketching 

imaginary roads that open up before the imagined feet of unimagined beings in his 

rumpled notebook. See her study's sturdy escritorium support each inspired edit, 

righting all pretended wrongs as they never really happened. Word, phrase, 

sentence, paragraph, chapter, book, and verse; every one a temporary fix to a  
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problem invented where no greater problem exists than the invention of problems 

that are not.  

"That a thing should be written down is the first sign of its decay," wrote 

one ancient, unnamable alchemist from some unnamed place not yet utopia long 

ago. Still longer ago, the ancient Egyptians – whose empire the ancient Semites 

named Al-Kemi, meaning "of the Blacks" – rejoiced should their sons elect to 

become scribes, for they would "do nothing" and still be paid in gold that most folks 

had to dig in spades. Closer to our time (according to writings ascribed to Plato) 

Socrates – who like Jesus and the Buddha never wrote* – claims that Egypt's King 

Thamus mocked Theuth, and the inventor's fondness for that miscreant offspring 

we call writing. "As for wisdom," the old god tells the young upstart, writers "will 

have the reputation for it without the reality: they will have a quantity of 

information without proper instruction, and in consequence be thought very 

knowledgeable when they are for the most part quite ignorant. And because they 

are filled with the conceit of wisdom instead of real wisdom they will be a burden 

to society." In a universe where all things speak with one voice, a strictly peculiar 

persona devotes its "time to twisting words this way and that, pasting them  

 

                                                
*  For the sound of the voice imprints on the soul, spoke St. 

Aquinas 
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together and pulling them apart, [and] may fairly be called a poet or a speech-writer 

or a maker of laws." But this describes no idle philosopher, no lover of wisdom at  

all. "More and more there is embarrassment all around when the wish to hear a 

story is expressed," Walter Benjamin reasoned in his essay "The Storyteller." The 

observation inspired Daniel Pinchbeck, in his book, 2012: The Return of Quetzlcoatl, 

to add that "The wise counsel embodied in the storyteller's art was supplanted by 

the endless parade of statistics and information in the daily paper." 

Imagine this as you birth another pretty paragraph of written labor: Fairy 

tale, tall tale, tattle tales, cock-and-bull story; each one, a childish variant on the 

dubious work of history, her story, my story, yours. Every word pronounced in 

every language round the world by every face that ever opened its fat cakehole is 

just another part of an impossible narrative still unfolding. Embodied in the human 

voice, living speech carries through our airspace on invisible waves, vibrations 

arising within the kinetic body focus in the throat and trigger correspondent  

sensations at the listener’s ear. Simultaneously, the light emanating from the 

surfaces of objects — of people and things — flows over our retinas, stimulated by 

electromagnetic reciprocity. Our eyes embellish the picture painted in our ears, 

command a perpetual deep focus from horizon to periphery, blind to borders 

mapped out on economic orders, curious about what lies just beyond that point as 

far as the eye can see: a vista delimited by no paltry piece of paper. 
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Every desktop smarty pants should remember that "It is not a matter of placing 

poetry in the service of revolution, but one of placing revolution in the  

service of poetry." And so, determined to spell it out for you – and for my Self - I 

wax poetic. 

The greatest story ever told defies all space and time and may scarcely be 

proscribed by ink and press. And yet, legions of inky instigators fob their well-honed 

inkswill off as genius, plotting dots and I's between what begins in order to resemble 

the end. Who is this egotist, this author, wedded to the wearisome wind that will 

lift his especially wizened wit up from the page? Historian, scientist, lawyer, poet – 

all writing is a fiction, an abomination that purports to render supra abundant 

energy into "proper" form. Does this orthographer imagine that this pleasure alone 

is an act of the Creative? Can this context win some contest? Will this busy spelling 

bee ever cop to the poetry in motion, in silence, stillness, sound? Abracadabra: An 

angel passes... Bohemian champion Steve Cannon branded Darius James' book, 

Negrophobia, "a curse." Bill Burroughs said "writing is plagiarism" and "language is a 

virus." Criminal, pest, or witch: it's a rotten business this pencil-pusher's got himself 

wrapped up in: seeking payback and approbation to indulge the first and blackest 

spell that your economy ever cast on our ecology, a dystopian world that begins 

with The Word and the ungodly Naming of Things.  
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Lawyer 

The laws of man and the laws of nature strive to complement one another... 

In the wake of the Boxing Day tsunami of 2004 that ripped apart the lives of 

millions around the edges of the British Commonwealth, officialdom spewed forth a 

sonic wave of shaky assurances that plans are now in development to stave off a 

repeat of this assault on civilization by the apparently spontaneous coalition of 

quaking earth and frothy water. For my money, the cavalcade of experts talking shit 

a mile a minute in papers like The Washington Post, The New York and London 

Times, Le Monde, Der Zeit, and cetera, are not likely to outpace the next hundred 

mile an hour wave of human misery any better than might be hoped for by the 

family and neighbors of little Dutch boy, Hans, his finger stuck in a hole in a dyke. 

That such a cataclysmic tide reserves itself for miserable humans – be they child 

whores of Thailand or Teutonic tourists availing themselves of same – is 

underscored by the late-breaking observation of the fact that animals (wild and 

caged alike) turned tail and hoofed it to higher ground before the nightly news-

making wave began to break. Somewhere in the uppermost aerie of the Weather 

Channel, a cabal of over-excited executives is determined to figure out which  
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satellite beamed its signals to our natural-born friends. But animals don't talk to 

predators like us, they're not game, plead The Fifth. 

Popular stories and friendly conversations find all sorts of people in a tight 

corner pleading The Fifth as a favorite defense. But, "If I defend myself, I am 

attacked."1 Fortunately, people choosing to test the laws of men – and I do mean 

"men" – shield themselves from this fallout by calling on the "half-shark-alligator-

half-men*" who disguise themselves as lawyers.  

There are many who defend our manly law, even as they call for its revision. 

Equality, they propose, must be guaranteed by law. But if that is the case, how does 

our resort to a system that seeks to label one party offender and another offended 

ever manage to resolve the perceived offense in terms offering truth and justice? If 

all parties entering the deliberation are truly presumed innocent, what misshapen 

fiend so audaciously musters the nerve (it must use a single, last nerve; it cannot 

employ any thing even closely resembling the mind) to argue for the imposition of a 

guilty sentence as final judgment? So help me God, it cannot be conceivable that 

lawyers and their faithful blindly cow tow to a puny human who sits and warms a 

bench on high, purporting to decide for me and you and everybody else – including  

                                                
1  So reads one of three hundred and sixty five lessons in the workbook 

for A Course In Miracles.  
*  apologies to Kool Keith. 
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God Almighty. It's a stretch, but give a lawyer this much: there's money to be made 

serving two masters (and maybe the root of all evil has its own roots). 

Case law, corporate law, civil law, martial law: all laws seek to ensure that 

we, the people, are barred from taking the law into our own hands. The very idea 

sends shudders up the spines of all sorts of suckers who fantasize themselves 

protected by the law. Maybe it feels nice to allow someone (or some thing) else to 

protect us from ourselves. Or maybe it's just plain sad to realize we are so fearful, 

mistrustful, judgmental and contemptuous of ourselves. Maybe our only faith is in a 

certainty that – should the law be set aside – a condition of lawlessness would arise, 

inspiring us to burn and loot, pillage and rape, murder and be murdered at will. 

After all, this is the condition even now, in a society that claims itself ruled by  

law and determined to impose the rule of law near and far at gunpoint and under 

rain of bombs. Why should the disposal of man's law promise an alternative?  

Only the guilty feel the need to heap their guilt onto their neighbors. The 

guilt they share by imposition is a secret one, a hidden certainty that behind the 

jargon of their convictions, the imitation of life they follow is the tortured survival 

that merits the con. Judging, they are judged not only by others, but most severely 

by themselves. Pity the poor, rich lawyer's routine, debts, purchases, sham; he will 

not make you equal, will not set you free, cannot avenge your pain, can never 

ensure you get your just desert. Unable to envision anything other than good laws,  
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our illicit affair with lawyers remains a carefully cooked up beggars' banquette. 

Headquarters of mean-spirited exchange, the courtroom wraps up its ill-begotten 

proceedings in favor of a system devoted to the exploitation of every available 

resource, human or otherwise.  

It is incumbent upon free spirits everywhere to manifest a revision of the 

social contract that does not serve time; in step with true mastery, we only serve 

each other. Rather than suing for a court date to invoke the help of truth and God, 

we would do well to meditate on fostering the kind of connection that informs all 

those dumb beasts on the subcontinent of Asia to head for the hills when a natural 

power – mighty enough to thrash the grim machinery and nominal genius of 

imaginary human beings from one side of the ocean to the other - shifts its solemn 

gravity just in time to repose once more beneath the eternal souls that stand us on 

our feet. 

Psychologist 

"A mind is a terrible thing to waste," the ad agency for the United Negro 

College Fund assures us. So why are the psychologists so certain that a well-

adjusted mind is that which offers its body for a system of constraints that features 

the mastery of money and the rusty turnbuckle of dull routine? Psychologists assure  
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the fettered populace and its economist guardians that rational minds do not 

question the madness, alienation and death everywhere in evidence, but abide its 

insane decrees with steely reserve and application to the immediate tasks at hand. 

"Never mind the big picture, you can't do anything to change it. The Devil's in the 

details; pay attention and pay up!"  

More than three thousand years ago, the Greeks used Psyche to refer to 

breath, spirit, soul; to life. Classical religion (we call it mythology) married this 

butterfly-winged spirit to Eros (originally a mortal woman, hoary Zeus gave Psyche 

immortality to permit the once-heretical union of heart and mind, of love and life. 

For the past three hundred years or so, psychology has laid claim to the language of 

the mind. The nineteenth century saw psychic and psychologist locked in cranky 

combat over the province of the mental, a battle between the arts and sciences that 

split and specialized a host of other fields. Freud, that cranked-up coke fiend and so-

called daddy of modern therapy, once raged at a disciple named Jung (who knew 

that myths had been truths for far longer than they've been known as lies), "We 

must stop the black tide of occultism." Instead, crazy Sigmund self-administered a 

technological solution, cocaine, mainlined under clinical conditions. At the very 

least, he was committed.   
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In the fifty years before the curious medical victory of psychology's lunatic 

practitioners (before workers became consumers in the wake of WWII), most folks 

in the West - and a whole lot of Others in a lot of other places – recognized 

capitalism as an economic system, not a natural state. As such, they championed 

godless communism as the sanest means of staving off Man's devolution to the state 

of pre-Neanderthals. Bullied at every turn by the well-oiled and freshly-rooted 

dictates of capital, nascent communism assumed the defensive and grew into an 

unwieldy behemoth, a mockery and a spooky shell of its beautiful ideal, its utopist 

self. Having begrudgingly defeated the Axis, who they initially nurtured to crush the 

communist menace, America's exultant capitalists struck at the pinko-Jew menace 

back home. With social justice out of work (and "occult" mysteries other than 

Christian patriarchy discredited by new god Science), officialdom – doctors and 

lawyers and shrinks, oh my! – went on a crusade to root out crazies and 

malcontents unable to erase the big picture mushroom clouding before their very 

eyes. 

Cocaine, Lithium, Librium, lobotomy, electroshock used to correct paranoia, 

schizophrenia and homosexuality are the same backroom concoctions as those 

cooked up to fry the brains of today's postmodern mental cases. ADD, bipolar 

disorder, Ritalin, Paxil, Zoloft. What's new? The drug companies are the same. The 

shrinks are still nuts. The people still suck up to the old new god named Science. 
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A friend told me she had been in ten buggy barns and seen twice as many 

shrinks in the six years before age twenty-one. I asked her how many of them had 

arrived at the same diagnosis. Answer: Zero. "You're not crazy!" I whispered. 

"You're a guinea pig." Let's call her Pavlov, after that Russian dog. Eighty million 

Americans hooked on prescriptions since some law-abiding suits declared war on 

drugs. It's not my business, but it looks like big business is determined to keep a few 

kids in line. Should one refuse to submit, we can always count on a psychologist to 

straighten that jacket.  

It would seem there persists the question of that instant in which sanity 

returns to earth from its exile in the deep space around Uranus. Hence, an answer 

so breathtaking that - aware of one's holistic health, mirroring the unspeakable 

bond that unites Eros and Psyche – there is nothing to be done beyond our deep 

exhalation from the bottomless fount that replenishes the mind with unchained 

love. On second thought (the one chosen by habit), never mind; let's get wasted on 

the warm and fuzzy will to ignorance encapsulated in a psychotropic pill...  

Artist 

Creation is synonymous with all, with everyone and every thing. Why then, 

you might fear, does my constant diatribe of debunking seem to paint an ugly 
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picture of this world, albeit peppered here and there with strokes and tones and 

hues and cries for utopia unbound? Is there nothing sacred? Surely one cannot 

honestly insist that the storied artists, too, travail beholden to the wearisome 

trickery and work reserved for normal men! Alas, sisters and brothers, and alack...  

Art, in slightly shifted contexts, is synonymous with artifact, artificial, artisan 

and, in dire circumstance, arthritis. Woe, the suffering and the pain! Combined with 

qualifiers, one can confirm the art in all things: the art of love and martial arts 

remain entwined since complacent Olympians blindly witnessed the impassioned 

and adulterous affair between Venus and Mars; the ideologue's art of politics and 

the art of living life vie for credibility while embracing fundamental variances; the art 

of making a sale and the art of ripping someone off share an explicitly blurred 

borderline; we summon the healing artist to salve the endeavor of our conjurers of 

villainy as art. The artist (mangy fop in dingy garret) employs a peculiar deception: a 

heartfelt longing to display a transcendent representation that will shake the rubes 

to their chattering knees, not to mention line his holey pockets. 

When Colin Trumbull saw the fine objects they created, he pestered his 

sub-Saharan pygmy pals to take him to their artists. Initially, the tribe of tiny talents 

stood dumfounded. Once they realized the white man's limited perception as 

mistaken, the pygmies corrected him with the assurance that there were no artists 

in the vicinity. The entire tribe – men, women, children – cared enough to create 

these practiced offerings to the ecology that sustained them. 
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Only a fool would deny that art bears its naked soul in the collective and 

creative preparation that assembles a community before the feast. No one is an 

artist if not everyone. Of course, capitalism's mythical hero, the individual, steps in 

to stick a perfectly good nose against the rasping edge of a bloody grindstone. 

"Look at me!" imparts the hallowed specialist, defiantly flaying both nostrils as they 

meet the quick, coarse surface like a two-headed ax, "I'm a fucking artist! I'm 

sensitive as shit!"  

All this edginess stems from a lost community that cannot be created, nor 

fostered, nor found until its lost members stop thinking that they've lost their souls. 

Souls cannot be lost, they hang around inside; they know the world created by 

individuals is not the universal creation of souls. A lonely soul needs a friend, the 

one you call yourself when you're not busy feeling like you got no soul. It doesn't 

need an artist to pretend that you don't have a creative bone in your body that 

even begins to compete with his practiced and artificial artifacts. You both accepted 

this separation to get yourselves off the hook, to keep yourself from thinking you 

were created together, whole, in one piece. Get it together, and get together. The 

healing arts need healing artists to lay their hands on all these crafty types, everyone 

included. It's your choice to create, unless you think that someone else will choose 

for you to be chosen, make shit happen, need your marks. It's all or nothing, now 

or never.  
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Doctor 

"An apple a day keeps the doctor away," intoned some genius somewhere 

some time ago. I imagine that this person had fiber on his or her mind when 

attributing the status of panacea to Eve's and Adam's apple. Fiber, as many believe, 

assists the healthful movement of one's bowels, where Mr. Rudolf Steiner told us: 

"gastric disorders arise because a person is too much attached to the dead." The 

ancients remedied these ill effects with homeopathic doses of copper, but they – 

and Rudolf Steiner, no physician – died ages ago, along with the helpful soul who 

coined the adage advocating diurnal consumption of the apple. So where does that 

leave us, blessed to live with so much secondhand information? 

My personal acquaintance with a leading, living doctor of the flesh has left 

many echoes of his own observations to resound in my head. One of the more 

resonant of these asserts that "seventy per cent of all illnesses are psychosomatic." 

As a result, the wreck and ruin that unhealthy minds inflict upon what should be 

helpful bodies – including my own – has never ceased to make perfect sense. Of the 

other thirty per cent, I (not a doctor) feel forced to diagnosis a socio-

psychosomatic germ, a mass psychosis, a pandemic born of a society driven by a 

clock that chimes loudest when "It's time to get ill!" 
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The black African Nuba people – lionized in Nazi Leni Riefenstahl's exultant 

photo images and driven to near-extinction these last three decades by armed 

Ethiopian and/or Sudanese thugs posing as neo-Marxists – have no word for doctor 

(nor doctors), although their everyday and unwritten speech included a different 

word for every muscle in the body. (I don't even know the name of that vein 

popping out in the middle of my forehead every time I try to teach a couple of new 

dogs an old trick. Do you?) Before the savage efforts to clothe and "reintegrate" 

these naked nomads got underway, the Nuba knew neither obesity nor starvation; 

they built circular entries to their semispherical mud huts in such a way that 

Westerners often proved too tubby to squeeze through, doctors included. Long 

before new low-carb gluten free 2% soy delite lite hit the shelves – hell, long before 

grocery stores or shelves or doctors stapling stomachs – these niggers drove their 

bodies cancer-free. 

The respect afforded doctors as an exalted class of humanity masks their 

emergence from the long-discredited mire of witchery, mumbo-jumbo, and out-

and-out quackery. (Not to blame the witch, for her powers of enchantment derive 

from a willingness on her patients' part to trust in the sage guidance of nature as 

engendered by the breath of the cosmos.) This respect arises not so much from any 

misguided notions as it does from a partial one, a nascent respect worthy of 

extension, rather than an outright and cavalier abortion. And while the abortion  
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doctor may tread dangerously close to turning the Hippocratic oath into one more 

hypocrite's word in a society that confuses progress with duplicity, few opponents 

of legalized prenatal euthanasia offer real solutions for a culture that drives the 

already-born to secretly imagine an antiseptic end to the procrustean pain of a two-

faced life. At base, arguments for and against doctors who distribute death – 

whether assisted suicide or state-sponsored homicide – ignore the death of 

knowledge that the mere existence of doctors blatantly confirms.  

"Know thyself," intoned Aleister Crowley as he sank deeper into his 

metaphysic addiction. While "the most dangerous man in England" [according to 

one MP of the day] may have escaped the dictates of a phony world behind the 

poppy-fortified lattice in his mind, what we take to be the fact of his once-upon-a-

timely life depends primarily on a corporeal organism; viz., his body.  

Thy self, one may argue, lives despite the body, though the body must 

depend upon thy self. If the body becomes nobody when it gives up the ghost (i.e., 

self, mind, spirit, breath, etc.), the healthy body is engendered by a holistic mind 

(ghost, self, spirit, breath, etc.). In our day – when we "understand" that the mind 

needs a healthy body – we cannot express surprise at the many healthy bodies that 

seem to house minds overwrought with the catalog of cures and ills announced by 

science journalists and pharmaceutical ad-copywriters through every pore of our  
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body politic's less than spectacular media: "A chicken in every pot and a bird flu for 

every birdbrain!"  

We know nothing of thy body, and even less about thy self. This twin-tined 

tidbit describes more than a carving fork with which to poke turkeys; the effect of 

specialist society fosters such helplessness. Says the specialist to that shell he or she 

mistakenly fakes for his or her own self: "I'm too busy with my specialty to know 

the other guy's specialty." No wonder all the little chickens keep cheeping about 

how our goose is cooked. 

Many advocates of healthy living find themselves engaged in the unhealthy 

pursuit of boning up on the latest in scientific and healthful information. The 

problem with this plethora of needless naming lies in the lie known as analysis.2 Like 

any addict – or any witch doctor – Crowley recognized the redundant nature of the 

body, which the self drives around through life in the same way that the body drives 

around God's country in a car. Learning to drive a car requires very little effort for 

the body (and almost no effort from the mind). Learning to drive a body transpires 

quite independent of the doctor; the self heads that classroom every minute of 

everyday. And because nobody cannot begin to bother trying to think about just 

how a self commands a body, this simple picture looks absurd. Having accomplished  

                                                
2  And who better comprehends the shaky spirit of analyses at the bottom 

of all this pointless naming than the compiler of a dictionary of 
imaginary human beings? 
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true auto-mobility, thy self won't likely move to brag about any such mastery; for to 

know a body correctly – as we have received it to reflect the light from which it 

came – one needs no Latin names. One needs no words at all. Knowing thy self, 

one can keep a body silent – and still, far from the earnest crowd's righteous cries 

of "We shall not be moved!" Indeed: One might have driven one's still silent self 

smack dab in the middle of just such a scene; words and things and symbols made of 

light.  

All this speculation on ancient tribes and black magic may sound like I want 

us all to go native, as if I advocate the return of the alembic or some wise guy's rock 

doing double duty as the philosopher's stone. I can hear the critics blast me for my 

acute jungle fever, attacking references that cite a long-dead, dope-addled 

thaumaturge. I own up, having recently listened to the still-living Peter Lamborn 

Wilson, aka Hakim Bey, recite a mercurial poem rife with alchemical allusions. In 

one particularly resonant stanza, he illustrated a Rabelasian feast with its distended 

cornucopia of meaty delicacies and earthy flavors, a smorgasbord of multifarious 

pungency layered thick and through with palpitating hues and textured sounds. He 

offered a last rejoinder to some well-meaning vegan's healthful protest [I 

paraphrase]: "It's not what we put into our mouths that pollutes, but what comes 

out..."  
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After my having talked so much shit, you may ask exactly how many apples 

have I eaten to produce such threadbare fiber as this entry? Knowing nothing, I hear 

this: thy body shapes up – or not – of thy self-made self; thy true self grows, 

overflows out of thy body, shall never need to replenish. Ye honor thy body – or 

nobody – as thee would honor thy self. Heal the doctors! Full speed of light ahead! 

 

 

 Husband 

"There will be no marriage in the Kingdom of Heaven," so, thirty three year 

old Jesus admonished Thomas for throwing a hissy-fit over the shameless cheek of 

yet another unwed mother. Later, everybody worth their salt heads for the main 

temple to trash the joint like medieval villagers on a march to the witch's castle; 

The Nazareth Kid even upsets one of the finer apple carts in the market enshrined 

in that not-so-holy house. I point this out because the word husband – ostensibly 

so-anointed in the houses of the holy – derives of economics and, just like the 

marriage act, pertains to ownership. Historically speaking, the wife enjoyed bondage 

to son mari – the man, owner of both wife and marriage contract – just as the 

husband bound himself to a house. This preamble naturally draws from historical 

principles, that I may proceed to wreak havoc on the modern husband, discipline his 

contractual estrangement and consign the whole concept of property to the ashbin 

of the past – just as our old, dead-but-still-kicking, never-Christian Jesus, Kid 

Nazareth, has asked me to remind us to do. 
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O, property! Be it never quite humble as we would like to believe. After the 

building or renovation of a home, everyone from the owner of the deed and title to 

the journeyman carpenter will be heard – at least one time, if not more – spouting 

the classic untruth, "I built this house." Certainly, it is possible to accomplish such a 

feat on one's own, but what nut would want to do so? Cutting the tress, mining the 

lime for the plaster, the stone and gravel and sand, making one's tools; these are 

full-time occupations in themselves.  

 

 





















































































 
ABRACADABRA 
 
 
 
Life through death is very different than being buried alive— Lazarus, of 
Bethany, the seventh sign, brother to Martha and Mary; a  body risen, and 
yet, after the fourth day in death, a body not yet  decomposed— is such a 
story of life through death.  An old Puritan  once said, “If Jesus had not 
bespoke the name “Lazarus”, all the  dead would have come out.” 
 
Oh death, you are so uncommon in my life, 
When you come, you will appear to me as a rare gem 
Let me hold you dearly, 
 
The ultimate wealth to be had on earth is contentment. 
Life: the miraculous extraction from the primary, infinite source— a  small 
chance to make a choice— to be; it is the choice between being  and non-
being, the invisible boundary that is a world by itself. 
 
Maybe here: 
 
“God, get me out of here… I’m freakin’ wasting away listening to her talk 
about her needy cat.” 
 
Or here: 
 
“Come on, come on, get up, get up— come on; DO THIS— lets go  come 
on, up UP, please get up… now, NOW, NOW!” 
 
Or here: 
 
“It’ll kill me, just kill me if I take that job; I’ll be freakin’ dead.” 
 
This is the existential anxiety of edging near the gravity of non-being. 
The anxiety can become a primordial fear; the fear that fills the body with 
toxic adrenaline, widens the eyes, and pressurizes the  body.  The 
contracting heart can no doubt cause one pain as the  psychological hammer 
tenderizes the body.When the mind presides over the body in this way, we 
call it the principle of terror. 
 



The psychological terror of non-being causes us to valiantly challenge this 
predator of non-being and can even move our bodies to  leap, and twist, and 
break… all for an idea. 
 
 
But then, who does not feel this terror?  Show me this numbed person.  
Yes, the zombie. What is the zombie?  The sufferer whose eyes are rotted 
out— walking  blind, aimless,  groaning…  The zombie suffers only in that it 
is  insensate—a complete loss of sensuality— the estrangement from the  
human graces is most often known as ugliness. 
 
Ugliness, as an estrangement from beauty, may be appraised by the absence 
of the glorifying sensuality that is a marriage between the  vessel body and 
the transcendent mind.  What is Above has found a  partner Below.  The 
vessel body divorced from this source can only  continue as a mind 
divided—  a zombie. 
 
What does the living dead want with the earth?  Did hell overflow?  Was it 
cheaper for the church to keep some of us here than to  administrate in a 
violent hell? Had the horrors of the earth forced  the obsolescence of the 
great fire? 
 
Show me a glutton who is not worthy of the Roman hell— one who stains 
his teeth with the red pomegranate; who lives under the fig  tree— the 
tender flesh tempting him into sinful ecstasies of the  palette; one who 
drinks wine from the olde grape and eats of bread  laced with opiates that 
sends him dreaming; oh and the cream and  cheeses that are for his nose an 
avalanche of the senses— he tastes  the spring clover, barley and rye,  
the worn hemlock of the manger,  the musk of a steer. 
 
The richness of earthly delights was abundant for the Augustinian sinner, and 
were the dangerous encounters of daily life. 
 
Show me a glutton then…A glutton has an appetite—  do I? Maybe in  a 
dream… but I ask you— do you have an appetite that compromises  your 
virtue?  How can we say yes when all we know is the tasteless  tomato? — 
The imposter fruit bloated with poisons. 
 
How can we? When the sterile milk of the cow is taken like water— a  dead 
aseptic derivative of the toxic animal— a mutant, and  carcinogenic host. 
 



Fear of the mercuric mackerel and swordfish, will make our stomachs  turn 
before we can be tempted by the great feast of loaves and fishes. 
 
The pesticides that perfume the landscape do very well in living up to the 
poison stenches of the imagined Baroque hell. 
 
The hell that surrounds the zombie is a world without taste— sinful foods 
replaced by mediocre cuisine- wrapped in plastic, fast food,  fast food for the 
soul, a world with no appetite, just the insatiable  hunger of a somnambulant 
society. 
 
 
 
The sleepwalker, like the zombie has the mechanical gate of a divided  
mind—a mind perhaps trained to obey commands of industry.  Please,  let 
us not hate Lucy for succumbing to Dracula’s gaze…  Who has  been 
steadily building an army of sleepwalkers? And how?  Such  training must rely 
on trauma— remember, the vampire’s victim is  molested first; terrorized 
and dehumanized before the great  transformation— before the victim is 
overcome by the program and  becomes part of the undead.  In this  
case, the undead is but a  feeding tube for a much greater industrial 
sequence.  High corn  fructose syrup is slowly dividing your mind— lethargy, 
depression,  overeating, weight gain, the sugars that feed cancers, that feed 
the  systemic yeast in the body that fogs the mind, stiffens bones… the  
sugar that dehydrates and weakens the heart. 
 
You leave the counter, get into the car, and pull away from the  parking 
lot…  
“Quincy… no…..Quincy, you should not have  gone.”  What is the way 
then?  To bring the non-being into being? To bring on real death— to 
evangelized life through death…. To  evangelize the Bacon-Cheddar-Ranch, 
to cause the demon unbearable  anxiety and redraw the map that places 
ugliness in exile, not here on  Main Street.  It is no surprise that the hero 
and savior Van Helsing, was a scholar (seeking truth), a doctor  
(healing society from numbing  pain), and a lawyer (seeking justice) …  as an  
individual, yes—  overqualified— but if seen as the embodiment of a forward 
society,  just a well run town saying 
 
 ABRACADABRA, ABRACADABRA… 
 
(Repeat) 

























 

Live Voices  
 
 
Hello, hello. 
 
Can you hear me?   
 
Hello, hello. 
 
Are you with me?   Or am I with you? 
 
I'm assuming we are connected.   
 
(Clear throat) This is a live interview in Greenport Towne Plaza.  I am  
sitting here in this broadcasting utility truck  – the M49– with our guest 
today, Prof. Laura Kunreuther, who has done ethnography about FM radio 
in such far away places as Nepal, but she is here with us in Greenport to 
share some of her thoughts about radio and the recorded voice. Prof. 
Kunreuther can you tell us why you are here today? 
 
Well, Laura, to tell you the truth, I'm not entirely sure.  I was wondering the 
same thing – why exactly are we here? I was wondering…. 
 
I'll tell you why you are here – you are here to talk with us about radio as a 
revolutionary and spiritual medium, and to tell us about the potential of the 
recorded voice to move people.  Do you have any comments about the way 
the radio touches people? 
 
Makes me think of AT&T: "Reach out and touch someone."  Now what 
exactly does that mean?  I mean I've often thought, how is it possible to 
'touch someone' through the telephone or radio? But  this is what people 
always say – "I finally reached you."  Or in Nepal, when calls come from 
overseas and are broadcast on the FM radio, people say, "I'm so happy to 
have my voice finally reach Nepal."   And here in Greenport Towne Plaza, 
when walking around the Price Chopper, people are always on their cell 
phones, calling someone or other, "just to connect" or calling to ask their 
girlfriend, boyfriend, husband, sister, cousin, "just what exactly is it that we 
need?" In other words, can you remind me, why am I here? 
 



There is something especially evocative about the faceless voice, and its 
power to make you feel 'connected', as people say, using that common 
technological metaphor – which, no doubt is something a person needs 
when strolling down the aisles of a supermarket, stacked high with endless 
rows of cereal boxes, garbage bags, frozen foods, packaged meat, popsicles, 
fruit tarts… 
 
Okay, I see where you're going, Prof. Kunreuther. But we were supposed to 
be talking about the radio, remember?  It must have been pretty wild the 
first time people heard this voice from afar, during the first radio broadcasts.  
Do you know what some of the responses were?  What did people imagine 
was the purpose of this medium? 
 
Quite frankly, to speak to the dead. I mean, a lot of people were obsessed in 
the late 19th/early 20th century with preserving, immortalizing through 
technology that which would vanish when a person died– not just their 
body, but their speech or breath.  Since radio picks up vibrations in the 
ether, one journalist of the time reasoned, and "the dead 'simply vibrate at a 
slower rate than the living', we could eventually pick up the ether vibrations 
of people who had already died. (Sterne 2003: 289).    
 
Surely, Professor, these were fringe ideas not associated with reasonable 
people, business men, men of action? 
 
No, Laura, that was not the case.  In fact, Thomas Edison, the inventer the 
phonograph, that first recorder of voice, had his last breath contained in a 
special preservation tube, now on exhibit at the Henry Ford museum.  
Edison's son sat by his father's deathbed with cork and tube in hand, waiting 
to catch that final sigh.  According to Edison's close friend, Henry Ford, this 
last breath contained a person's soul.    
 
So you are saying, Prof. Kunreuther, that radio was thought of as a medium 
that could bridge life and death, traversing the boundaries of the dead and 
bringing them to life?.  Correct me if I'm wrong, but it sounds like the radio 
was thought to be channel for invisible spirits to speak to the living? 
 
Yes.  In fact some people have likened the radio to a spirit medium.  In 
Thailand, there are spirit mediums who describe a certain spirit so powerful 
it doesn't need to a human body to be heard; it simply emanates from a 
room, addressing humans, but leaving no trace.  Such a spirit becomes a 
'pure voice' with no medium producing its sound (Morris 2002: 383). The 



Thai spirit mediums who talk of this powerful spirit create a fantasy that 
"envisions the absolute effacement of mediation, the withholding of the sign 
in the moment of signification" (ibid).  Now the Thai spirit mediums…. 
 
Excuse me, Prof. Kunreuther, I think I've lost you.  How did we get from 
sitting here in The M49 parked in the lot of Greenport Towne Plaza to the 
spirit mediums of Thailand?   
 
Well, these Thai spirit mediums conjure up a fantasy about such a fabulous 
and powerful spirit precisely in the age of electronic speech – the age of the 
phonograph, the gramophone, the telephone, and of course, the radio.  
 
What exactly are you saying, Professor?  A room with a voice coming out of 
nowhere, supposedly channeling some powerful dead person or whatever 
that spirit is, is certainly different from the live voices here. 
 
Not entirely.  Like a spirit medium channeling a spirit, the radio does not 
hear the sounds it produces. Phonographs, gramophones, cassettes, and 
radios record not only the meaningful speech of human beings, but also the 
intrusions of meaningless noise, like the hissing of the machine.   "Meaning is 
not transparent and, in the end, [it] becomes secondary to the fact that 
transmission is possible" (Morris 2002: 393). 
 
Remember , Professor, this is a 'live broadcast' – we are not dealing with any 
dead spirits here.  We are all here together, aren't we? 
 
Interestingly, Laura, the idea of 'liveness' and sound recording has long 
carried within it the shadow of death.   We usually think of live broadcasts 
as distinct from performances produced in the studio.  But, in fact, sound 
recording paved the way for live broadcasts. 
 
Well then, Prof. Kunreuther,  what did liveness mean before? 
 
Yes, I was getting there.  The idea of 'live music' is actually a very recent 
one.   It only entered the vocabulary of music afficiandos in the 1950s, when 
a musicians' labor union devised a campaign for practicing musicians make 
ends meet (Thornton xxx cited in Sterne 2003: 221). 'Live' was the 
shortened form of 'living musicians', that is, musicians who were paid to be 
present.  They were constrasted to  any mass produced, DJ-run music 
program, which was not alive or at least had a certain element of deadness to 
it.  Recording was so closely associated with death that a recording artist 



could not help but contemplate their own death when preserving their 
voice, knowing it would become available to future generations once they 
were gone. A terrifying or perhaps exciting thought, I imagine. I've often 
thought this about when a person who has recently died still has their voice 
recorded on the answering machine.  Some people leave it on for years.  I 
mean, how do you erase that voice?  But it is equally troubling to imagine 
living with it.  
 
Um, Professor, you were saying something about the history of the 'live 
voice'. 
 
Yes, yes.  Gradually, 'live' became synomous with performed music in 
general, and became endowed with an aura of authenticity and originality 
that contrasts with a copied, mechanical recording.  But really there is 
nothing more original or authentic about a 'live' vesus a recorded 
performance.  In fact, one needs the recorded performance in order for the 
'live' performance to seem original.  "Reproduction always precedes 
originality."  
 
But, Professor Kunreuther, isn't a live performance about really being there, 
in the same time and place.  I mean, isn't our live performance here in the 
M49 really about us all being present today in the Towne Plaza parking lot?    
 
Indeed, Laura, that is the illusion 'live' broadcasts create. 'Liveness' conveys a 
sense of spontaneity, accident, and presence that does seem more direct 
than a pre-recorded program.  The scene a live performance conveys is one 
in which listeners (all of you out there) and us on the radio appear to be 
physically distant from one other, yet existing together in the same time.   
 
Precisely what I meant, Professor Kunreuther. 
 
Well, it's a fantasy of presence, I would say.   But frequently this fantasy of 
presence is appropriated by many recorded programs, like late-night TV 
shows that begin by announcing: "This show was recorded in front of a live 
studio audience."  Nothing but a mass produced illusion of presence, created 
for people who are sitting home alone and want to feel as if they are there.  
The same goes for any live broadcast, including this one we are engaged 
with here.  
 



Professor, if that is the case, then why am I here?  What exactly am I doing 
interviewing you in this unbearably small vehicle, on this unbearably hot 
evening, in the parking lot of Greenport Towne Plaza? 
 
Well, Laura, that was precisely what I was asking myself.  But that is exactly 
what we all ask ourselves when we come to places like the Greenport 
Towne Plaza, when we wander the aisles of Walmart or Price Chopper, 
when we feel the weight of products and shopping markets towering above 
us, or the heat of the concrete parking lot, when we lose track of what we 
came here for, though we know we needed something, and we find ourselves 
in an existential crisis of being, asking ourselves, now, what exactly am I 
doing here? And it is in moments like this, when we turn on our car radio, 
desperately seeking that fantasy of presence, or reaching for our cell phones, 
"just to connect", to hear another voice, and to simply say, "I am here."   
 
 
 
 
 
 















 
 

 
 

 
 
Sun Ra,  Nuclear War 

 
 

Nuclear war. Nuclear war. 

They're talkin' about nuclear war. 

It's a motherfucker, don't you know? 

If they push that button your ass got to go. 

Gonna blast you so high in the sky. 

You can kiss your ass goodbye, goodbye. 

Radiation, Mutation. Fire. 

Hydrogen bombs, atomic bombs. 

(Tell 'em about it, Tyrone...) 

What you gonna do, without your ass? 

Melting... People... Buildings... Burnt grass... 

Farewell. Goodbye, ass. 











 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LICENSE AGREEMENT (applying soley to the physical artifact. The following does 

not apply to copies or broadcast of copies): This unique mass-producible artifact is 

licensed for public performance, broadcast, and copyright infringement purposes 

only. Transfer to any private or public collection is a violation of this license 
agreement. This artifact is the property of the people of planet earth, and may not 

be sold or owned by any individual or institution. Any person of the earth may 

retain possession of this artifact for a period not exceeding seven (7) days, after 

which the artifact must be returned to Correspondence Headquarters (AJW 609 
Warren St. Hudson NY 12534). There is a late fee of $18 for each minute beyond 

the 10052 minutes allocated for each individual's license period. This license cannot 

be exchanged or transferred except for food and other items necessary for 

survival. This artifact cannot be owned, thus it cannot technically be stolen. 

Attempts to steal this artifact are within the domain of this license, as is retribution 
against such attempts. Misuse of any item of any origin is a crime against nature, and 

will be punished by G-d. Unauthorized appropriation of this artifact in particular, or 

any use outside the terms of this license agreement constitute a high crime against 

Correspondence. Violators will be located, persecuted, and detained by 

Correspondence Research License Enforcement for questioning and torture.  



























Foxtrot Romeo Oscar Mike / Tango Hotel Echo / Charlie India Tango Yankee 

 
 
Tango Hotel Echo / Tango Oscar November Golf Uniform Echo. 

Delta India Delta / Bravo Uniform Romeo Sierra Tango 

India November Tango Oscar / Alpha / Bravo Lima Oscar Oscar Delta 

Yankee Whiskey Oscar Romeo Delta. 

Uniform November Lima Oscar Sierra Tango: 

India Tango / Sierra Tango Alpha Romeo Echo Delta 

Bravo Alpha Charlie Kilo / India November Tango Oscar 

Tango Hotel Echo / Mike Oscar Uniform Tango Hotel 

Foxtrot Romeo Oscar Mike / Whiskey Hotel Echo November Charlie Echo 

/ India Tango / Charlie Alpha Mike Echo. 

Whiskey Echo / Sierra Hotel Alpha Lima Lima 

November Echo Victor Echo Romeo / Bravo Echo / Tango Hotel Echo / 

Sierra Alpha Mike Echo. 

Whiskey Echo / Sierra Hotel Alpha Lima Lima 

November Echo Victor Echo Romeo / Bravo Echo / Tango Hotel Echo / 

Sierra Alpha Mike Echo. 

Alpha Foxtrot Tango Echo Romeo / Tango Hotel Echo / Charlie Romeo 

Oscar Sierra Sierra 

November Oscar Tango Hotel India November Golf / India Sierra / Lima 

Oscar Sierra Tango. 

Alpha Tango / Tango Hotel Echo / Bravo Oscar Tango Tango Oscar Mike 

Oscar Foxtrot / Tango Hotel Echo / Charlie India Tango Yankee 

Tango Hotel India Sierra / India Sierra / Alpha Lima Lima. 

Alpha Tango / Tango Hotel Echo / Tango Oscar Papa 

Oscar Foxtrot / Tango Hotel Echo /  Charlie India Tango Yankee 



Tango Hotel India Sierra / India Sierra / Alpha Lima Lima. 

Foxtrot Romeo Oscar Mike / Alpha / Romeo Uniform Papa Tango Uniform 

Romeo Echo Delta  

Bravo Lima Oscar Oscar Delta / Victor Echo Sierra Sierra Echo Lima 

Charlie Oscar Mike Echo Sierra / Alpha / Papa Romeo Alpha Yankee Echo 

Romeo 

Alpha / Sierra Oscar Romeo Romeo Yankee / Sierra India Golf Hotel Tango 

Uniform Papa Oscar November / Tango Hotel Echo / Delta Alpha Romeo 

Kilo / November India Golf Hotel Tango; 

Whiskey India Lima Echo / Alpha / Delta Oscar Golf / Bravo Alpha Romeo 

Kilo Echo Delta / Alpha Tango / Tango Hotel Echo / Mike Oscar Oscar 

November. 

November Oscar / Papa Romeo Alpha Yankee Echo Romeo Sierra / Tango 

Oscar November India Golf Hotel Tango. 

November Oscar / Papa Romeo Alpha Yankee Echo Romeo Sierra / Tango 

Oscar November India Golf Hotel Tango. 

Whiskey Echo / Hotel Alpha Victor Echo / Bravo Echo Tango Tango Echo 

Romeo / Tango Hotel India November Golf Sierra / Tango Oscar / Delta 

Oscar. 

Juliet Oscar India November India November Golf / Whiskey India Tango 

Hotel / Tango Hotel Echo / Mike Yankee Tango Hotel / Oscar Foxtrot / 

Tango Hotel Echo / Mike Alpha Charlie Hotel India November Echo. 

Tango Hotel Echo / Romeo Echo Bravo Echo Lima 

Echo X-ray Papa Echo Charlie Tango Sierra / Tango Oscar / Bravo Echo / 

Delta Alpha Mike November Echo Delta 

Bravo Yankee / Romeo Uniform Sierra Tango; 

Tango Oscar / Bravo Echo / Sierra Alpha Victor Echo Delta 



India Sierra / Papa Alpha Sierra Sierra Echo. 

Whiskey Echo / Sierra Hotel Alpha Lima Lima / Foxtrot Lima Yankee / 

Tango Oscar / Romeo Oscar Mike Echo 

India November / Alpha November / Alpha India Romeo Oscar Papa Lime 

Alpha November Echo; 

Foxtrot Lima Yankee India November Golf, 

Foxtrot Lima Yankee India November Golf. 

Uniform November Delta Echo Romeo / Golf Oscar Lima Golf Oscar Tango 

Hotel Alpha 

Oscar 

Hotel Alpha Papa Papa Yankee / Charlie Hotel Alpha November Charlie 

Echo. 

Alpha Mike Echo November 

















Methodology for Subverting Intentions: Spellcaster                       

 

 

 

 

Good Evening.   

 

In the practice of Will Magic the subject uses ritual as a means of 

affecting his own will, or more precisely, acts are performed, in order to 

cause an intentional change in reality that are in accordance with one's 

own will.”  By employing certain learned processes and devices he is able to 

entrust a specific goal, or intention, to his subconscious. (PAUSE) For 

anybody that practices the art, there is a basic, fundamental belief that the 

unconscious, as a powerful motive force, (PAUSE) is capable of achieving 

certain goals that are otherwise, unattainable, (DICKY) through one’s 

conscious self.  So the ritual can be thought of as the process by which the 

subject writes a program to his subconscious and that his subconscious will 

act in its full capacity to realize that objective. In the three-phase 

methodology that I introduce to you today, the subject employs a SIGIL as a 

means of writing the predetermined program to the subconscious.  More on 

the SIGIL in just a moment. 

 

 
Historically, there have been, many practices that have taken this general 

approach including what Aleister Crowley called “magiiiiick”, (DICKY) 

Garliiiick.  There’s Chaos Magic – which also functions similarly, however 

this variant loosely works within the framework of ‘gnosis’ which is 

accessed through elevated states of being, through such physical activities as 



orgasm…. Which is also where we get the idea, of the (DICKY) magical 

wank. 

In the three phase variant, the subject undergoes a process prior to the 

ritual in which he creates what is called a SIGIL.  The SIGIL itself is a distilled 

representation of the subject’s intention.  It is a symbol, most often a visual 

one, that functions not as a letter but as a glyph, representing a complete 

concept, that concept being the intention of the subject.  In the most basic 

practice, the subject might begin with a single word that he personally 

associates with his desired objective.  He then proceeds by collapsing the 

letters of that word into a single shape, one layered over another.  The 

resulting shape of this montage could function as a SIGIL for the practitioner 

… It isn’t so much that the (DICKY) NET VISUAL RESULT is itself 

somehow intrinsically imbued with a magical power, instead we can think of 

the resulting symbol as having been charged by the process by which the 

subject has, for himself, drawn a direct correlation between his intention 

and the resulting visual image, which has now come to signify his intention. 

 

 

PHASE ONE 

In Phase One of the ritual – the subject is tasked with opening up his own 

subconscious.  He must access the gateway, the threshold to his 

subconscious.  The image one conjures when thinking about a ritual: 

candlelight, music, dance… All these elements we most often associate with 

rituals, like candles, incense, chanting, these are all devices used by the 

subject for the purpose of “opening up” the portal to his subconscious, to 

(DICKY) spread our cheeks, (PAUSE) so to speak.  (SLOWLY)  a 



softening of the target.  Once his subconscious is (DICKY) in the box, we 

enter phase two. 

 

In PHASE TWO of the ritual 

With the subconscious vulnerable, the SIGIL is called upon and the objective 

is emblazoned upon the subconscious like a scorching brand, (PAUSE)  on a 

cattle’s ass.  In other words, the program is written. 

In order for the objective or “spell” to be fully realized, it is essential that 

the subject also employ certain processes or devices to ensure that his 

conscious self does not interfere with the work of his subconscious.  With 

the program written to his subconscious, the subject must be skilled in 

restraining his own desire to remember his initial intention; if one is made 

conscious of the program written, the subconscious will fail to act in its true 

capacity. 

 
 
Let us now consider a useful analogy, the objective can be thought of as a 

“bubble” of a soap-like substance that is inflated during the course of the 

ritual.  The bubble will represent the predetermined objective for which 

purpose the subject has undergone the ritual to begin with.  The completion 

of the ritual entails that the bubble be “sent” away from the subject.  

Accomplishing the objective will be a matter of the subject re-obtaining this 

“bubble”.  If this action of “re-obtaining” to bubble were left in the hands of 

the subject’s consciousness, the bubble would surely pop as a result of the 

direct nature of this application.  It is only possible to re-obtain the bubble 

by coxing it back into our grip, (SLOWLY) lightly, gently, and this coaxing 

is the work of the subconscious.  So the question emerges…. And leads us 

to the third phase of the ritual: how do we prevent our consciousness from 



destroying our objective?  How does one prevent themselves from 

remembering what has just moments earlier been emblazoned onto the 

subconscious? 

 

Enter, (PAUSE) the DECOY. 

 

 

Similar to the SIGIL, the subject must pre-determine a specific sign or 

symbol that he can “seal” or “stamp” on top of the sub-conscious just prior 

to exiting the ritual. The symbol ought to represent something entirely 

unrelated to the objective of the ritual; its affect when summoned should 

“distract” the consciousness, thereby preventing the subject from 

remembering his subconscious objective.  At anytime following the ritual, 

when the subject begins to recall the “branded” objective, he must summon 

the decoy as a means of luring himself away from the topic. In the practice 

of will-magic, the sigil is used to represent the intention of the subject.  In 

contrast to the Sigil, a Decoy can be used to disengage the consciousness 

from “remembering” the program that has been previously “written” to the 

subconscious.  In short, it is whatever emblem affectively prevents the 

subject from remembering the objective that has been entrusted to his 

subconscious… Mickey Mouse, Ari Fleischer, a freakin’ chipmunk.  





























JUMPKIT  
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Emergency broadcast message…survival requires preparation. Be smart, and be 
prepared. 
 
Immediate Attention: 
 
Never, never leave home without a jump-kit. 
 
A jump kit, or ‘go kit’ as it is often referred to, can be composed of many contents, 
and will vary widely depending upon such things as climate and terrain. If you begin 
by generalizing your kit, you can make modifications to adapt to any situation. But 
think first of the essentials, and the fact that you may be carrying your jump kit 
great distances. One should not be burdened by the over-supply of the kit 
contents. 
 
You must always be prepared, as you never can anticipate exactly when disaster 
will occur, and trauma may be encountered. Also, bear this in mind: sometimes you 
can be prepared in your encounters with crisis, but your neighbor may not be. You 
may find yourself in a situation where it is up to you to make rapid decisions and to 
readily share your resources for survival. 
 
The most crucial parts of any jump kit inventory, are one’s psychological and 
intellectual condition. The concept of preparedness precedes, and often super-
cedes all tools and remedies. You can never practice exercising your skills too 
much, when it comes to readying oneself for calamities. However, supplementing 
skill-building and conditioning measures are some basic ingredients to consider 
when packing a jump kit. 
 
It is imperative to have a radio with you at all times. And a radio will require a 
power supply. 
 
A flashlight, a mirror, a magnifying glass. 
 
Zinc. 
 



An air-tight container, water, bandages, gauze. 
 
Examination gloves. 
 
Aspirin, alcohol, duct tape. 
 
String. 
 
Jello, a wool hat, plastic bags, a poncho and some wax-coated matches. 
 
A whistle, a compass, some condoms and a knife. 
 
Spare money, a pen and some paper, vise grips, …carabiners. 
 
Vacuum-packed snacks. Underwear, thermal socks. Petroleum jelly. Salt. Candles. 
Iodine. A toothbrush. Motor oil, nail file, venom extraction pump, trowel, 1000 
calorie food lab emergency rations, cocktail shaker.  
 
Sun block. Flares. Screwdrivers. Gill net, surgical tubing, chewing gum, antenna 
cable, jumper cables, a frying pan, aloe vera, wet wipes, a sun-hat, locator beacon, 
blood transfusion kit, work gloves, and extra sweater.  
 
Arrows, gasoline, twine, fish hooks, boots, a rain-suit, tick repellent, G.P.S. receiver, 
toilet paper, electrolyte replacement drink, a towel or wash cloth, rifle-mount 
telescopic sighting, a folding chair, a sleeping bag, a blanket, tent, needles, nasal 
spray, small caliber handgun, thread, pillow, reading material, pepper-spray, 
shotgun, ointment, monkey wrench, binoculars, anal probe, explosive charges, 
strychnine, vitamin C, cereal, razor blades, tea bags, nails, propane, extension cord, 
reflectors, knife sharpener, anti-bacterial soap, flint, scissors, a winding clock, multi-
purpose snips, a spoon, sawed-off shotgun, shank hook, aluminum case, snare wire, 
insulated mask, silver polyethylene survival blanket, sulphuric acid, elasticized fabric, 
snake bite treatment kit, micro-pure water disinfectant tabs, bullion cubes, and 
sugar. 
 
Also: saline solution, water proof ammo case, tampons, aluminum foil, freezer bags, 
cauterizing plate, tourniquet, sponge, Zithromax anti-biotic caps, pencil, dog tag, 
sextant, Vicodan, Teflon tube, knot tying instructional booklet, potassium 
permanganate crystals, electrical tape, potable water disinfectant tablets, cellular 
phone, Gore-tex hoody, air-activated hand-and-toe warmers, foam, eye-patch, 
transparent field dressing, flash burn kit, compress bandages, moleskin, irrigation 
syringe with catheter tip, betadyne antiseptic, super glue, splinter forecepts, 
hemostatic clamp, slingshot pouch, thermometer, Ibuprofin, Malox, Benadryl, 
Pseudophedrin, chloropheniramine, Triamcenolone, Dymenhydrinate, Immodium, 
oral re-hydration salts, spare-air emergency breathing apparatus, parachute cord, 
Blistex, sunglasses, manual reverse-osmosis desalinator pump, coagulant, Kevlar 



vest, anti-coagulant, braided rope, money belt, mesh mosquito body suit, orange 
surveyors tape, laser signal device, canteen, collapsible cup, fuel-less bi-directional 
hand operated chainsaw, neck gaitor, dental floss, snare, water-gel burn dressing, 
no-doze, respirator, replacement filters, oxygen back-up tank, and of course, 
throwing stars. 
 
Remember, these are just some of the essentials for survival. Each case may vary, 
and there are personal modifications that one must consider making to each kit 
based on allergies, special needs, and other unique requirements. These basic 
elements of your jump kit will allow for lightweight versatility, and portability. 
Avoid danger, but be prepared when it finds you. 
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